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6IBROACOUSTICS OF A CAVITY COUPLED WITH AN UNCERTAIN COMPOSITE PANEL
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!"342!#4 4HIS PAPER DEALS WITH UNCERTAINTIES IN VIBROACOUSTICS OF A BOUNDED CAVITY WHOSE WALL IS CONSTI
TUTED OF A RIGID WALL AND OF A DEFORMABLE PART CONSTITUTED OF A #OMPOSITE 3ANDWICH 0ANEL #30	 3UCH A #30
HAS TWO THIN CARBONRESIN SKINS AND ONE HIGH STIFFNESS CLOSEDCELL FOAM CORE 4HE OBJECTIVES OF THIS PAPER IS
	 TO STUDY THE ROBUSTNESS OF ACOUSTIC RESPONSE WITH RESPECT TO THE DISPERSION OF THE #30 INDUCED BY THE MAN
UFACTURING PROCESS 	 TO DEVELOP A PREDICTIVE MEAN MECHANICAL MODEL OF THE VIBROACOUSTIC SYSTEM AND 	 TO
USE A NONPARAMETRIC PROBABILISTIC APPROACH FOR DATA AND MODEL UNCERTAINTIES OF THE #30 IN ORDER TO ANALYZE THE
ROBUSTNESS OF THE MEAN VIBROACOUSTICS MODEL IN THE ,& AND -& BANDS TO PREDICT INTERNAL ACOUSTIC LEVEL
 ).42/$5#4)/.
4HE NUMERICAL PREDICTION OF THE RESPONSE OF VIBROA
COUSTIC SYSTEMS WITH COMPOSITE SANDWICH PANELS IS
RELATIVELY ROBUST WITH RESPECT TO DATA AND MODEL UN
CERTAINTIES IN THE LOWFREQUENCY ,&	 RANGE BUT IS
SENSITIVE AND THEN NOT ROBUST TO THESE UNCERTAINTIES
IN THE MEDIUMFREQUENCY -&	 RANGE )N THIS PAPER
WE PRESENT SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WHICH ALLOW 	
TO ANALYZE THE ROBUSTNESS OF THE PREDICTION OF THE IN
TERNAL ACOUSTIC LEVEL WITH RESPECT TO THE DISPERSION
OF THE COMPOSITE PANELS INDUCED BY THE MANUFACTUR
ING PROCESS 	 TO IDENTIFY THE DISPERSION PARAMETERS
OF NONPARAMETRIC PROBABILISTIC MODEL FOR UNCERTAIN
TIES OF THE COMPOSITE PANEL )NVERSE PROBLEM	 AND
	 TO COMPARE THE NUMERICAL PREDICTION OF THE VI
BROACOUSTIC SYSTEM WITH EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
7E ARE ONLY INTERESTED IN STUDYING THE INmUENCE OF
MODEL UNCERTAINTIES OF THE COMPOSITE PANEL TO THE IN
TERNAL NOISE 4HE STRUCTURE IS A CUBE CONSTITUTED OF 
RIGID WALLS AND ONE ELASTIC WALL CORRESPONDING TO A
COMPOSITE PANEL 4HIS STRUCTURE IS COUPLED WITH AN
INTERNAL ACOUSTIC CAVITY lLLED BY GAS AIR	 4HE EX
CITATION OF THIS VIBROACOUSTIC SYSTEM IS A GIVEN DY
NAMIC FORCE APPLIED TO THE COMPOSITE PANEL 4HE MEA
SURED OBSERVATIONS ARE THE NORMAL ACCELERATION IN SEV
ERAL POINTS OF THE COMPOSITE PANEL AND THE ACOUS
TIC PRESSURE IN SEVERAL POINTS IN THE INTERNAL ACOUS
TIC CAVITY 4HE IDENTIlCATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL FRE
QUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTIONS &2&	 IS DONE BY USING
THE USUAL EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND THE lRST EIGEN
MODES AND EIGENFREQUENCIES ARE IDENTIlED USING THE
EXPERIMENTAL MODAL ANALYSIS-C#ONNELL  %WINS
 "ALMES 	 4HE MEAN MECHANICAL MODEL
OF THE COMPOSITE PANEL IS DEVELOPED BY USING THE
MULTILAYER THIN PLATE THEORY/CHOA AND 2EDDY 
2EDDY  *ONES 	 4HE INTERNAL ACOUSTIC mUID
IS MODELLED BY THE (ELMHOLTZ EQUATION IN PRESSURE
WITH AN ADDITIONAL DISSIPATIVE TERM/HAYON AND 3OIZE
 ,ESUEUR 	 -ODEL AND DATA UNCERTAINTIES OF
THE COMPOSITE PANEL ARE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT BY USING
THE NONPARAMETRIC PROBABILISTIC APPROACH3OIZE 
	 WHICH HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN USED FOR STUDYING
THIS COMPOSITE PANEL ฀䤀? ฀嘀䄀䌀唀?#HEN ฀䔀? ฀䄀䰀?A B	
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4HE VIBROACOUTIC SYSTEM IS CONSTITUTED OF A COMPOSITE
SANDWICH PANEL A RIGID WALL AND AN INTERNAL ACOUS
TIC CAVITY 4HE MEAN SURFACE OF THE COMPOSITE SAND
WICH PANEL IS THE PLANE'( 4HE TOTAL THICKNESS OF THE
MULTILAYER COMPOSITE PANEL IS   )TS LENGTH IS
	  AND ITS WIDTH IS   4HIS COMPOSITE PANEL
IS COUPLED WITH THE INTERNAL ACOUSTIC CAVITY WHICH IS
A CUBE OF  LENGTH  WIDTH AND  
DEPTH 4HE lVE OTHER WALLS OF THE CUBE ARE RIGID 4HE
COMPOSITE PANEL DElNED IN #HEN ฀䔀? ฀䄀䰀?A B		 IS

CONSTITUTED OF TWO THIN CARBONRESIN SKINS AND A CELL
CLOSED FOAM CORE RELATIVELY RIGID %ACH SKIN IS CON
STITUTED OF TWO THIN PLIES IN CARBONRESIN EACH PLY IS
฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀? THICKNESS HAS A MASS DENSITY ฀?฀?฀?฀? 
AND WHOSE ELASTICITY CONSTANTS ARE  ฀? ฀?฀?฀?'0A
 ฀? ฀? '0A  ฀? ฀? ฀?  ฀? ฀? ฀? ฀?
'0A 4HE lRST TWO LAYERS ARE UNIDIRECTIONAL CARBON
RESIN PLIES AND ARE ORIENTED IN ;= 4HE THIRD LAYER
IS THE FOAM WITH ฀?฀?฀? THICKNESS A MASS DENSITY
OF ฀?฀?  AND ELASTICITY CONSTANTS  ฀? ฀? ฀?฀?
-0A  ฀? ฀?  ฀? ฀? ฀? ฀?฀?-0A  4HE
FOURTH AND lFTH LAYERS ARE TWO UNIDIRECTIONAL CARBON
RESIN PLIES IN A ;= LAYUP 4HE EXPERIMENTAL
MODEL OF THE VIBROACOUSTIC SYSTEM IS SHOWN IN &IG
 4HE PANEL IS VERTICAL IN THE PLANE '( 4HE ORIGIN
 IS LOCATED IN THE LOWER LEFT CORNER OF THE PANEL 4HE
(AXIS IS VERTICAL 4HE ACOUSTIC CAVITY IS ON THE LEFT OF
THE PHOTO )T CAN BE SEEN IN THE RIGHT OF THE PHOTO THE
ELECTRODYNAMICAL SHAKER WHICH DELIVERS THE EXCITATION
FORCE FOLLOWING THE )AXIS WHICH IS PERPENDICULAR TO
THE PLAN OF THE PANEL 4HIS FORCE IS LOCATED AT THE POINT
0 WITH COORDINATES ' ฀? ฀? ฀?฀?  ( ฀? ฀? ฀?฀?  )N
THIS PAPER THE RESULTS PRESENTED ARE LIMITED TO NORMAL
ACCELERATIONS TO THE PANEL IN TWO POINTS AMONG THE 
MEASURED POINTS AND TO ACOUSTIC PRESSURES INSIDE THE
ACOUSTIC CAVITY IN TWO POINTS AMONG THE  MEASURED
POINTS 4HE TWO OBSERVATION POINTS IN THE COMPOSITE
PANEL ARE  OF COORDINATE ' ฀? ฀? ฀?฀?  ( ฀? ฀? ฀?฀? 
AND  OF COORDINATE ' ฀? ฀? ฀?฀?  ( ฀? ฀? ฀?฀?  4HE
TWO OBSERVATION POINTS IN THE ACOUSTIC CAVITY ARE  OF
COORDINATE ' ฀? ฀? ฀?฀?  ( ฀? ฀? ฀?฀?  ) ฀? ฀? ฀?฀? 
AND  OF COORDINATE ' ฀? ฀? ฀?฀?  ( ฀? ฀? ฀?฀? 
) ฀? ฀? ฀?฀? 
&IGURE  0HOTO OF EXPERIMENTAL MODEL OF THE VIBROACOUSTIC SYS
TEM
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&OR ALL FREQUENCY  lXED IN THE FREQUENCY BAND OF
ANALYSIS THE REDUCED MEAN MODEL OF THE VIBROACOUSTIC
SYSTEM CAN BE WRITTEN /HAYON AND 3OIZE 	 AS
฀฀
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IN WHICH Q	฀?฀?IS THE COMPLEX VECTOR OF THE ! GEN
ERALIZED COORDINATES OF THE STRUCTURE ฀?Q฀?฀?IS THE
COMPLEX VECTOR OF THE  GENERALIZED COORDINATES OF
ACOUSTIC CAVITY 4HE GENERALIZED DYNAMICAL STIFFNESS
MATRIX ฀?	฀?฀?฀?WITH  ฀? OR  ฀? CAN BE WRITTEN
AS
฀?	฀?฀?฀? ฀?฀฀฀?฀? ฀?฀?฀? ฀?฀?฀?  	
IN WHICH ฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?ARE GENERALIZED MASS
DAMPING AND STIFFNESS MATRICES 4HE MATRIX ฀?฀?IS A
฀?!฀? ฀?REAL MATRIX CORRESPONDING TO THE GENERALIZED
VIBROACOUSTIC COUPLING 4HE DISPLACEMENT VECTOR OF
THE COMPOSITE PANEL AND THE ACOUSTIC PRESSURE VECTOR
IN THE ACOUSTIC CAVITY ARE SUCH THAT
	฀?฀? ฀? ฀ሀ?฀?Q	฀?฀?   ฀?฀? ฀?฀ሀ฀?Q฀?฀? 	
IN WHICH ฀ሀ?฀?IS THE ฀?!	 ฀?!฀?REAL MATRIX CONSTITUTED
OF THE  RIGID BODY MODES OF THE COMPOSITE PANEL AND
OF THE ฀?!฀฀ ?฀?ELASTIC MODES OF THE COMPOSITE PANEL
฀䤀? ฀嘀䄀䌀唀?ASSOCIATED WITH THE ฀?! ฀฀฀?฀?lRST EIGENFRE
QUENCIES 4HE ฀?! ฀? ฀?REAL MATRIX ฀ሀ฀?IS CONSTITUTED
OF THE CONSTANT PRESSURE MODE ASSOCIATED WITH ZERO
EIGENVALUE AND OF THE ACOUSTIC MODES ASSOCIATED WITH
THE ฀? ฀฀?฀?lRST ACOUSTIC EIGENFREQUENCIES OF THE IN
TERNAL ACOUSTIC CAVITY WITH RIGID WALLS )N ADDITION !	
AND ! ARE THE NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR THE
COMPOSITE PANEL AND FOR THE INTERNAL ACOUSTIC CAVITY
CORRESPONDING TO A lNITE ELEMENT MESH OF THE VIBROA
COUSTIC SYSTEM 4HE MESH OF THE $ COMPOSITE PANEL
IS CONSTITUTED OF ฀?฀?฀?฀?FOURNODES lNITE ELEMENTS
FOR LAMINATED PLATE BENDING 4HE MESH OF THE $ IN
TERNAL ACOUSTIC CAVITY IS CONSTITUTED OF ฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?
EIGHTNODES ACOUSTIC lNITE ELEMENTS 4HE MESHES ARE
COMPATIBLE ON THE VIBROACOUSTIC INTERFACE
 ./. 0!2!-%42)# 02/"!"),)34)# !0
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5SING THE NONPARAMETRIC PROBABILISTIC APPROACH FOR
DATA AND MODEL UNCERTAINTIES INTRODUCED IN REFER
ENCE3OIZE  	 FOR THE COMPOSITE PANEL %Q
	 IS REPLACED BY THE FOLLOWING RANDOM EQUATION
฀฀
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฀?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IN WHICH 1	฀?฀?AND ฀?1฀?฀?ARE THE COMPLEX RANDOM
VECTORS OF THE GENERALIZED COORDINATES )N %Q 	 THE
 ฀?฀฀฀?฀?฀?฀?฀฀฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀฀฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀฀฀?฀?฀?฀?฀฀฀?฀?฀฀฀?฀?฀?฀?฀฀฀?฀?฀?฀฀฀?
MEAN GENERALIZED DYNAMICAL STIFFNESS MATRIX ฀?฀ ฀?฀?฀฀?฀?
OF THE COMPOSITE PANEL WITH UNCERTAINTIES HAS BEEN RE
PLACED BY THE FOLLOWING COMPLEX RANDOM MATRIX
฀?!฀?฀?฀฀?฀? ฀?฀฀฀?-฀?฀? ฀?฀ᴀ?฀?$฀?฀? ฀?฀?+฀? ? ฀? 	
IN %Q 	 THE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE FULL RAN
DOM MATRICES ฀?-฀?฀? ฀?$฀?฀? ฀?+฀?฀?ARE EXPLICITLY DElNED
4HE DISPERSION OF RANDOM MATRICES ฀?-฀?฀? ฀?$฀?฀? ฀?+฀?฀?
IS CONTROLLED BY THE POSITIVEVALUED DISPERSION PARAM
ETERS ฀฀฀? ฀฀฀?AND ฀฀฀? 4HE RANDOM ACOUSTIC PRESSURE
VECTOR IN THE CAVITY AND THE RANDOM DISPLACEMENT VEC
TOR OF THE COMPOSITE PANEL ARE WRITTEN AS
5฀?฀?฀฀? ฀? ฀ሀ?฀?1฀?฀?฀฀?฀?0฀?฀?฀฀? ฀?฀ᴀ?฀ሀ฀?1฀?฀?฀฀?฀? 	
%QUATIONS 	 TO 	 DElNE THE STOCHASTIC REDUCED
MODEL ASSOCIATED WITH THE REDUCED MEAN MODEL DE
lNED BY %QS 	 TO 	
 %80%2)-%.4!, %34)-!4)/. /& $)30%2
3)/. 0!2!-%4%23 /& 4(% ./.0!2!
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4HE METHOD USED TO IDENTIFY THE DISPERSION PARAME
TERS ฀฀฀? ฀฀฀?AND ฀฀฀?WHICH IS DEVELOPED AND APPLIED TO
THE COMPOSITE PANEL ฀䤀? ฀嘀䄀䌀唀?IN THE REFERENCES #HEN
฀䔀? ฀䄀䰀?A B	 IS BRIEmY SUMMARIZED BELOW &OR
THE COMPOSITE PANEL THE METHOD CONSISTS IN ASSOCI
ATING WITH THE ฀?lRST ELASTIC MODES COMPUTED WITH
THE MEAN lNITE ELEMENT MODEL THE CORRESPONDING ฀?
EXPERIMENTAL ELASTIC MODES OBTAINED FROM THE EXPERI
MENTAL MODAL ANALYSIS 3INCE THE EXPERIMENTAL ELASTIC
MODES DIFFER FROM THE ELASTIC MODES COMPUTED WITH
THE MEAN lNITE ELEMENT MODEL THE FOLLOWING TRANS
FORMATION OF BASIS IS INTRODUCED
Q฀?฀?฀?฀?฀฀?฀? ฀? ฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀฀ ฀?฀฀?฀?฀?Q฀?฀?฀?฀?฀฀?฀? 	
IN WHICH Q฀?฀?฀?฀?฀฀?฀?IS THE ฀฀฀?VECTOR OF THE EXPERIMEN
TAL GENERALIZED COORDINATES FOR COMPOSITE PANEL ฀?฀?
AND WHERE Q฀?฀?฀?฀?฀฀?฀?IS THE CORRESPONDING ฀฀฀?VECTOR
OF THE GENERALIZED COORDINATES IN THE MEANMODEL BA
SIS 4HE TRANSFORMATION DElNED BY %Q 	 ALLOWS THE
EXPERIMENTAL GENERALIZED MASS DAMPING AND STIFFNESS
MATRICES ฀?฀ ฀?฀?฀?฀฀ ฀?฀฀?฀?฀? ?฀ ฀?฀?฀?฀฀ ฀?฀฀?฀?฀?AND ฀?฀ ฀?฀?฀?฀฀ ฀?฀฀?฀?฀?TO BETRANSFORMED INTO THE MATRICES ฀?฀ ฀?฀?฀?฀฀ ฀?฀฀?฀?฀? ?฀ ฀?฀?฀?฀฀ ฀?฀฀?฀?฀?AND ฀?฀ ฀?฀?฀?฀฀ ฀?฀฀?฀?฀?WHICH ARE EXPRESSED IN THE SAME VEC
TOR SUBSPACE THAN ฀?-฀?฀฀฀? ฀?$฀?฀฀฀?AND ฀?+฀?฀฀฀? 4HE RANDOM
MATRICES ฀?-฀?฀฀฀? ฀?$฀?฀฀฀?AND ฀?+฀?฀฀฀?CORRESPOND TO RANDOM
MATRICES ฀?-฀?฀? ฀?$฀?฀?AND ฀?+฀?฀?FOR ฀?฀?฀?
,ET ฀?BE ฀? ฀?OR ฀? ,ET฀?฀ ฀?฀?฀?฀฀ ฀?฀฀?฀?฀?BE THE POSITIVEDElNITE ฀?฀?฀?REAL MATRIX SUCH THAT ฀?฀ ฀?฀?฀?฀฀ ฀?฀฀?฀?฀? ฀?
฀?฀ ฀?฀฀฀?฀?฀?฀ ฀?฀?฀?฀฀ ฀?฀฀?฀?฀?฀??฀?฀฀฀?IN WHICH THE INVERTIBLE UPPER TRIANGULAR ฀?฀?฀?REAL MATRIX ฀?฀ ฀?฀฀฀?IS SUCH THAT
฀?฀ ฀฀฀? ฀? ฀?฀?฀?฀฀฀?฀?฀?฀ ฀?฀฀฀? 4HEREFORE MATRIX ฀?฀ ฀?฀?฀?฀฀ ฀?฀฀?฀?฀?CANBE WRITTEN AS
฀?฀ ฀?฀?฀?฀฀ ฀?฀฀?฀?฀? ฀? ฀??฀?฀฀ ?฀฀?฀?฀ ฀?฀?฀?฀฀ ฀?฀฀?฀?฀?฀??฀?฀฀฀?฀฀ 	
&OR A lXED VALUE OF ฀? THE DISPERSION PARAMETER ฀฀฀?OF
RANDOM MATRIX ฀?!฀?฀฀฀?CAN THEN BE ESTIMATED BY
฀฀฀?฀?฀฀? ฀?

฀?
฀?฀?

฀?
฀?฀?฀ ฀?฀?฀?฀฀ ฀?฀฀?฀?฀?฀ ?฀฀฀ ?฀?฀?
฀?
฀? 	
IN WHICH ฀?฀?฀ ฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀??฀?฀ ฀?฀?฀?฀ ฀?฀?IS THE SQUARE OF THE&ROBENIUS NORM OF THE MATRIX฀?฀ ฀?AND WHERE฀?฀฀฀ ?IS THE
฀?฀?฀?IDENTITY MATRIX 4HE DISPERSION PARAMETER ฀฀฀?OF
RANDOM MATRIX ฀?!฀?฀?IS THEN DElNED BY
฀฀฀?฀? ฀ᘀᔀ?฀฀ ? ฀฀฀ ฀?฀฀? 	
&IG  DISPLAYS THE GRAPHS OF FUNCTIONS ฀?฀؀?฀฀฀?฀?฀฀?
฀?฀؀?฀฀฀?฀?฀฀?AND ฀?฀؀?฀฀฀?฀?฀฀? )T CAN BE SEEN THAT THE
MINIMA ARE OBTAINED FOR ฀?฀? ฀?AND CONSEQUENTLY
%Q 	 YIELDS ฀฀฀?฀? ฀?฀? ฀? ฀฀฀?฀? ฀?฀? ฀?AND ฀฀฀?฀? ฀?฀? ฀?
FOR RANDOM MATRICES ฀?-฀?฀? ฀?$฀?฀?AND ฀?+฀?฀?THESE VAL
UES ARE INDEPENDENT OF DIMENSION ฀?OF THE STOCHASTIC
REDUCED MODEL	
          





&IGURE  'RAPHS OF FUNCTIONS ฀?฀؀?฀฀?฀฀?฀?SOLID LINE	 ฀?฀؀?฀฀ ฀฀฀?฀?
DASHDOT LINE	 AND ฀?฀؀?฀฀ ?฀฀?฀?DASHED LINE	 (ORIZONTAL AXIS ฀?
6ERTICAL AXIS ฀฀
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7E ARE INTERESTED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE CONlDENCE
REGION ASSOCIATED WITH A PROBABILITY LEVEL ฀?฀?฀? ฀?฀? ฀?
	 FOR THE MODULUS OF THE RANDOM CROSSFREQUENCY
RESPONSE FUNCTIONS IN ACCELERATION	 BETWEEN DRIVEN
POINT ฀?฀?AND OBSERVATION POINTS ฀?฀?AND ฀?฀? AND 	
฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀฀฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀฀฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀฀฀฀฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀฀฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?฀?
FOR THE MODULUS OF THE RANDOM CROSSFREQUENCY RE
SPONSE FUNCTIONS IN PRESSURE	 BETWEEN DRIVEN POINT
  AND OBSERVATION POINTS  AND  ,ET   REP
RESENTING ONE OF THE FOUR QUANTITIES INTRODUCED ABOVE
4HE CONlDENCE REGION IS CONSTRUCTED BY USING THE
QUANTILES &OR  lXED IN 
 LET  ฀฀฀? BE THE CU
MULATIVE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION CONTINUOUS FROM THE
RIGHT	 OF RANDOM VARIABLE   WHICH IS SUCH THAT
 ฀฀฀?&     ฀?& &OR   #   THE #TH
QUANTILE OR FRACTILE	 OF  ฀฀฀?IS DElNED AS
    
¦
¦




&IGURE  #ONlDENCE REGION FOR THE NORMAL ACCELERATION AT POINT
0 OF THE PANEL
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&IGURE  #ONlDENCE REGION FOR THE NORMAL ACCELERATION AT POINT
0 OF THE PANEL
#  ฀?&   ฀฀฀?& ฀?#฀?  	
4HEN THE UPPER ENVELOPE &฀? AND THE LOWER ENVE
LOPE &฀฀ OF THE CONlDENCE REGION ARE DElNED BY
&฀?    &฀฀   ฀฀  	
4HE ESTIMATION OF &฀? AND &฀฀ IS PER
FORMED BY USING THE SAMPLE QUANTILES ,ET &฀? 
  ฀?     &     BE THE ! INDEPENDENT REALIZATIONS OF RANDOM VARIABLE   ,ET
฀?&฀?      ฀?& BE THE ORDER STATISTICS ASSOCIATED WITH &฀?     & 4HEREFORE WE HAVE THEFOLLOWING ESTIMATION
&฀? ฀?฀?&฀฀  ฀? '! 	
&฀฀ ฀?฀?&฀฀  ฀฀ '! ฀฀ 	
IN WHICH ') IS THE INTEGER PART OF THE REAL NUMBER
) 2ANDOM %Q 	 IS SOLVED BY USING THE -ONTE #ARLO
NUMERICAL SIMULATION WITH ! REALIZATIONS 4HE RE
ALIZATION 1	  OF THE ฀฀VALUED RANDOM VARI
ABLE 1	 AND THE REALIZATION ฀?1   OF THE ฀฀
VALUED RANDOM VARIABLE ฀?1  ARE THE SOLUTION OF THE
DETERMINISTIC MATRIX EQUATION
฀฀
!	  

 ฀฀	 
฀?฀?1	 
฀?1  
฀?

฀฀
 	

฀?
	
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WITH
!	฀฀-	$	+	
IN WHICH -	 $	 AND +	 ARE THE RE
ALIZATIONS OF RANDOM MATRICES -	 $	 AND +	
RESPECTIVELY 4HE CONlDENCE REGION OF THE RANDOM
CROSSFREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTIONS ARE CALCULATED BY
USING %QS 		
    
¦
¦
¦



&IGURE  #ONlDENCE REGION FOR THE ACOUSTIC PRESSURE AT POINT #
INSIDE THE INTERNAL ACOUSTIC CAVITY
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&IGURE  #ONlDENCE REGION FOR THE ACOUSTIC PRESSURE AT POINT #
INSIDE THE INTERNAL ACOUSTIC CAVITY
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4HE NUMERICAL RESULTS WHICH ARE PRESENTED BELOW
CORRESPOND TO THE DETERMINISTIC RESPONSE OF THE RE
DUCED MEAN MODEL AND TO THE RANDOM RESPONSE OF
THE STOCHASTIC REDUCED MODEL 4HE STOCHASTIC SOLU
TION PRESENTED IS CONVERGED WITH RESPECT TO DIMEN
SIONS ! AND  OF THE STOCHASTIC REDUCED MODEL AND
WITH RESPECT TO THE NUMBER  OF REALIZATIONS USED IN
THE -ONTE #ARLO NUMERICAL SIMULATION 4HESE VALUES
ARE !     AND   
&IGS  AND  DISPLAY THE MODULUS OF THE NORMAL
ACCELERATION IN " AT POINTS 0&IG	 AND 0&IG	
OF THE COMPOSITE PANEL WITH RESPECT TO THE FREQUENCY
IN (ERTZ )N EACH lGURE THE MEASUREMENTS OF THE EIGHT
PANELS ARE PRESENTED BY THE EIGHT THIN SOLID LINES 4HE
RESPONSE OF THE MEAN MODEL IS THE THICK SOLID LINE
4HE MEAN VALUE OF THE RANDOM RESPONSE OF THE MEAN
MODEL IS THE DASHED LINE 4HE CONlDENCE REGION FOR
THE PROBABILITY LEVEL    IS THE GREY REGION
&IGS  AND  DISPLAY THE MODULUS OF THE PRESSURE
IN " AT POINTS #&IG	 AND #&IG	 INSIDE THE
ACOUSTIC CAVITY WITH RESPECT TO THE FREQUENCY IN (ERTZ
)N EACH lGURE THE MEASUREMENTS CORRESPONDING TO THE
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EIGHT PANELS ARE PRESENTED BY THE EIGHT THIN SOLID LINES
4HE RESPONSE OF THE MEAN MODEL IS THE THICK SOLID LINE
4HE MEAN VALUE OF THE RANDOM RESPONSE OF THE MEAN
MODEL IS THE DASHED LINE 4HE CONlDENCE REGION FOR
THE PROBABILITY LEVEL    IS THE GREY REGION
 !.!,93)3 !.$ #/.#,53)/.
4HE EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF THE EIGHT VIBROACOUSTIC
SYSTEMS EACH ONE BEING CONSTITUTED OF A COMPOSITE
PANEL MANUFACTURED WITH THE SAME PROCESS AND OF A
SAME INTERNAL ACOUSTIC CAVITY SHOWS THAT THE PHYSI
CAL RESPONSES OF THE PANEL IS RELATIVELY ROBUST WITH RE
SPECT TO THE MANUFACTURING PROCESS IN THE FREQUENCY
BAND  (ERTZ 4HE ROBUSTNESS DECREASES WITH
INCREASING FREQUENCY AND THE LACK OF ROBUSTNESS IS
SIGNIlCANT IN THE FREQUENCY BAND 
	
 (ERTZ
4HIS CONCLUSION CONCERNING ROBUSTNESS WITH RESPECT
TO THE MANUFACTURING PROCESS OF THE COMPOSITE PANEL
FOR THE DYNAMICAL RESPONSE OF THE PANEL HOLDS FOR THE
ACOUSTIC RESPONSE INSIDE THE ACOUSTIC CAVITY )T SHOULD
BE NOTED THAT THE DISPERSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RE
SPONSES OF THE COMPOSITE PANEL PROPAGATES IN THE EX
PERIMENTAL ACOUSTIC RESPONSE
#ONCERNING THE ROBUSTNESS OF THE NUMERICAL PREDIC
TION OF THE VIBROACOUSTIC RESPONSE WITH RESPECT TO DATA
AND MODEL UNCERTAINTIES OF THE COMPOSITE PANEL THE
MEAN MODEL IS RELATIVELY ROBUST IN THE FREQUENCY BAND
 (ERTZ AND THE ROBUSTNESS DECREASES WITH IN
CREASING FREQUENCY 4HE ROBUSTNESS IS RELATIVELY POOR
IN THE FREQUENCY BAND 
	
 (ERTZ FOR THE PRE
DICTION OF THE COMPOSITE PANEL RESPONSES )T CAN BE
SEEN THAT PREDICTION OF ACOUSTIC RESPONSES IS LIKELY
MORE ROBUST THAN THE PREDICTION OF COMPOSITE PANEL
RESPONSES 4HIS MEANS THAT THE STRUCTURE UNCERTAINTIES
DO NOT COMPLETELY PROPAGATE IN THE INTERNAL ACOUSTIC
CAVITY
&INALLY THE COMPARISONS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RE
SPONSES WITH THE RESPONSES COMPUTED WITH THE MEAN
MODEL SHOW THAT THE MEAN MODEL GIVES A RELATIVELY
GOOD PREDICTION IN THE FREQUENCY BAND (ERTZ
4HE QUALITY OF THE MEAN MODEL PREDICTION IS DECREAS
ING WITH INCREASING FREQUENCY AND CAN BE CONSID
ERED AS BAD IN THE FREQUENCY BAND 	
 (ERTZ
4HE COMPARISONS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESPONSES WITH
THE STOCHASTIC RESPONSES COMPUTED WITH THE STOCHAS
TIC MODEL IS RELATIVELY GOOD 4HE NONPARAMETRIC PROB
ABILISTIC APPROACH WHICH IS PROPOSED FOR TAKING INTO
ACCOUNT DATA AND MODEL UNCERTAINTIES IN THE COMPOS
ITE PANEL ALLOWS THE ROBUSTNESS OF THE NUMERICAL PRE
DICTION TO BE IMPROVED
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